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Becoming a fan, whether it be for a sports team, an artist,
or a TV show is a bit like being in a relationship. You
enter it because it promises warmth, comfort, and a sense
of belonging. Like any relationship, things change over
time. Priorities shift, people come and go, and sometimes
things get challenging.

As part of this fandom, passions

are almost certainly bound to rise. “The Venture Bros.” is
no stranger to this. While the show has managed to steer
clear of any overt controversy or accusations of declining
quality, no single element of the show has divided the
fandom as sharply as the character of Sergeant Hatred.
Hatred, a loud, boisterous, recovering pedophile, was the
subject of heavy criticism upon his upgrade from supporting
player to main character in the show’s fourth season, which
not only saw a number of changes to the show’s traditional
structure, but also had Hatred filling the role previously
played by the show’s breakout character, Brock Samson. To
say that the fandom is split on the character would be a
gross understatement. However, now that a significant
amount of time has passed since Hatred’s initial promotion
to starring player, perhaps now is the time for a critical
re-appraisal. The goal of this essay is threefold: to
explore the intense critical and fan reaction to the
character, re-build the character’s worth by broaching the
difficult subject of Hatred’s narrative arc, and to discuss
co-creators Doc Hammer and Jackson Publick’s purpose for
him within the context of the show itself.
In the interest of acknowledging the inherent bias of this
paper, I love Sgt. Hatred. Since the show introduced the
character, I’ve always found him to be a welcome addition,
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a counterbalance to the more downtrodden and weary
personalities of the rest of the Venture cast. From his
first truly substantial appearance in Season 3’s “Home Is
Where the Hate Is” onward, Hatred demonstrates a lust for
life and passion that simply isn’t present in other
characters. While a diabolical mixture of passion and selfhatred fuels the Monarch’s arching of Dr. Venture, there is
hardly any evidence to suggest that he takes any overt
pleasure from the arrangement, seeing it more as a fact of
life than a hobby or pastime. On the other hand, Hatred
takes a visible joy in his arching, if - given his goal is
to make Dr. Venture’s life wonderful - it can even be
called that. Although it is motivated by his desire to
spite the Monarch, Hatred takes pride in his line of work
and approaches the role of villain with all of the bombast
and pomp he can muster, as seen by his dramatic entrances
on the Venture Compound in “Home Is Where the Hate Is” and
“The Buddy System”. On the off-occasion the Monarch does
gain access to the Venture’s inner sanctum, he cannot be
bothered to do anything more “villainous” than spit on a
petri dish or dry hump a robot in a misguided attempt to
transmit chlamydia. The stark contrast in Hatred’s
enthusiasm and the Monarch’s apathy in their roles as
villains can also be seen in the differences between
Hatred’s approach to being the Venture bodyguard and
Brock’s. Although Brock comes to love the Venture family
over the course of the nearly twenty years he spends with
them, he embraces his later role as an agent of
S.P.H.I.N.X. with wider arms than he ever did being a
bodyguard. Conversely, Hatred is just happy to have a
steady line of employment and a roof over his head.
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Additionally, as the attached photo of me circa Halloween
2010 would suggest, I’m rather fond of his character
design, a pitch perfect parody of any army themed Marvel or
DC Comics super-villain from the last thirty years.

Fig. 1. Not pictured: The author trying to explain why
there’s a misshapen ‘H’ on his face to confused partygoers
That being said, these opinions represent the exception
rather than the rule. Although it would appear that the
overall reception to the character is now one of
indifference, dwarfed by that of much more popular
characters such as Brock, Dr. Venture, the Monarch, or even
the Grand Galactic Inquisitor, the fact remains that during
Hatred’s initial time in a starring capacity, the fervor
over the shift in status quo was loud and substantial.
Culling through message boards on popular “Venture Bros.”
fan sites circa 2009 such as “The Mantis-Eye Experiment,”
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“The People’s Republic of Venture,” and even the Onion’s
pop culture oriented sister site “The A.V. Club,” a clear
and substantial amount of fans voice their displeasure for
Hatred. One particularly pointed comment from “Joe” on the
Mantis Eye discussion for the Season 4 episode “SelfMedication” reads thusly: “I'll probably take some heat for
this, but in my opinion, I think we'll look back at Sgt
Hatred in general, and especially his pedophilia in
particular, as the Venture Bros. shark-jumping moment. I
sure hope I'm wrong.” Others wished to see Hatred promptly
killed off, such as Adam Warlock on Mantis-Eye (“Man, I
hate Hatred!! Please let him die a most ignoble death. I
mean really, wasn't he supposed to be this bad ass? Has he
even punched anybody yet?”) and S. Jerusalem, a
Transmetropolitan fan if there ever was one, on A.V. Club
(“I don't think Hatred's going to last beyond this half of
the season [which is almost over, btw]. There's certainly a
well of pedophile-related jokes, and that well is bigger
than I thought possible.”) The A.V. Club itself even
included Hatred as an entry on it’s Inventory
“Showblockers!: 22 characters who stop good TV shows in
their tracks”.

“His character isn’t aided much by a

performance (by Jackson Publick) that goes from shouting to
bellowing with no in-between, but the worst thing about him
is that he’s portrayed as a pedophile, albeit a reluctant
one. And in a show where the main characters are underage
boys, that’s automatically going to turn off a lot of
viewers, no matter how much the creators try to finesse
it,” the entry reads. “(Series creators) Publick and cocreator Doc Hammer have made it clear that they think it’s
an exciting challenge to make a sympathetic, even admirable
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figure out of a child molester, but while setting up an
extreme narrative challenge is a worthy goal, their
instincts are way off” (A.V. Club 16).
From these quotes, as well as the abundance of complaints
regarding Hatred scattered across the depths of the
Internet, it becomes apparent that the criticism leveled at
the character stems from two primary factors: the
prevalence, and some would add, one-note joke, of his
pedophilia and two, his lacking in badassery, which can be
read directly as a complaint regarding him not being Brock.
Given that Hatred was never meant to occupy the role of
stoic badass in lieu of Brock, this complaint is rendered
null. In order to properly address the first point however,
it becomes necessary to examine Hatred’s history on the
show. In spite of accusations of being a one trick
character, Hatred undergoes one of the more notable
character progressions seen thus far.
Hatred, as is the case of many of the show’s supporting
characters, began as an off-handed mention. In the second
episode of Season 2, “Hate Floats,” Henchmen 21 & 24
explain the reconstruction of the Monarch’s Flying Cocoon
headquarters as a result of what would be the first of many
unseen raids on Hatred’s equipment over the course of the
season. The next time the audience hears about him, in
“Fallen Arches,” Henchman 21 has robbed him of jetpacks,
referring to them as “spoils of war”. The final time he’s
mentioned in an off hand capacity in “I Know Why the Caged
Bird Kills,” it comes out that at one point he had molested
Hank and Dean. Most of it was awful. Although appearing as
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an incidental background character in “Fallen Arches,”
something that can be attributed to the show’s tight budget
rather than any narrative purpose, Hatred finally gains
screen-time and a full blown speaking role in part one of
the Season 2 finale, “Showdown at Cremation Creek”.

His

appearance acknowledges and builds upon both his status as
a victim of theft and as a pedophile by presenting his
overall demeanor as a stereotypical drill sergeant, as well
as introducing his wife Princess Tinyfeet.
At this point in the show, Hatred is still a one-note
character, his inappropriate behaviors being his only
identifiable trait. This would change significantly with
the episode “The Invisible Hand of Fate,” the third episode
of Season 3. In some ways the crux of the entire series,
“The Invisible Hand of Fate,” a flashback heavy story
centered around Master Billy Quizboy’s past, establishes
the backstories for a significant number of the show’s
cast, while simultaneously planting the seeds for future
storylines along the way. As the episode draws to a close
and Brock and Colonel Hunter Gathers’ attempted
infiltration into the Guild of Calamitous Intent has gone
south, Brock is seen getting reprimanded and ultimately
reassigned to the Venture family by a loud, unusually
intense redheaded superior with a familiar frame. During
the episode’s final scene, a series of shots highlighting
several characters and their prospective futures, said
superior is seen slipping on a ring with the Guild of
Calamitous Intent insignia on it. Although never named in
the episode, the credits list the character as Sgt. Haine.
In case it wasn’t already on the nose, Haine is the French
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translation of Hatred. Suddenly, Hatred is given a
compelling backstory that firmly asserts him as an
important piece in the Venture canon: not only was he a
traitor to the Office of Secret Intelligence, but he may
have been the very person who assigned Brock to the Venture
family, essentially setting the series in motion.
When Hatred is finally given the spotlight in the next
episode “Home Is Where the Hate Is,” his persona is the
polar opposite of that shown in “Invisible Hand”- whereas
before his loudness is meant to be off-putting and
abrasive, here he is welcoming and cheerful to a fault,
beginning his arching of Venture by presenting him with “a
basket of howdy-do,” which happens to be okra. Hatred,
unlike the Monarch, sees Guild-sanctioned arching for what
it is- a role to be played, noting that it does not have to
be a completely unpleasant experience for either him or Dr.
Venture.

Hatred even holds a party celebrating he and

Venture’s new arrangement, although in typical sitcom
fashion, things quickly spiral into chaos. Despite these
new dimensions to his personality, Hatred’s “problem,” that
being his attraction to under-aged boys, remains
pronounced, with him quickly announcing upon the Venture
family’s arrival to his soiree that Hank and Dean cannot be
there, what with him not legally allowed to be within 50
feet of a minor. As the episode draws to a conclusion, the
Monarch and Hatred get into a heated argument in a
thematically appropriate hot tub. This scene is important
for a number of reasons. Visually, it reveals that Hatred
has the word ‘Hatred’ tattooed vertically down his body, an
inventive joke whose payoff will come later in the 4th
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season finale.

In the context of the show’s narrative, it

reveals Hatred’s purpose in accepting Dr. Venture as an
arching assignment: to spite the Monarch for he and his
henchmen’s previous transgressions, namely robbing him
blind. Hatred never had any intentions of treating Dr.
Venture as an archenemy- in his words, he’s going to treat
him “like a goddamn king,” just to watch the Monarch look
on in contempt. Hatred has now shown a heretofore unseen
dimension of his personality, that of a master manipulator.
If this interpretation is correct, it casts his earlier
actions in “Invisible Hand” in a more sinister light.
Rather than reassigning Brock and Colonel Gathers merely
for their incompetence, there is a strong likelihood that
Hatred saw it as a convenient opportunity to put an end to
their investigation into the re-emergence of The Guild of
Calamitous Intent and proceed with his infiltration of the
OSI.
Other than a brief appearance menacing Dr. Venture’s day
camp in “The Buddy System,” Hatred is a virtual nonpresence in the remainder of Season 3 until the finale,
“The Family That Slays Together, Stays Together”. Given Doc
Hammer and Jackson Publick’s well-known writing
proclivities, it can be assumed that this was not due to a
lack of story to tell, but rather from the abundance of
other compelling plot lines running through the show. It is
incredibly likely that Hatred arched Venture throughout the
season, especially when taken into consideration that
Publick has been on record as saying that the episodes of
the show are not the Venture families only escapades, with
many misadventures and mishaps taking place off-screen.
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When we next find Hatred, he is disconsolate over his wife
Princess Tinyfeet leaving him off-screen. As the audience
is reminded constantly throughout Season 4, Princess
Tinyfeet was his rock, and helped him to overcome his
pedophilic urges, so her departure has a profound effect on
his emotional stability, or lack thereof. He locks himself
in the Venture compound in the hope that whenever the
Ventures return, Dr. Venture will kill him and put an end
to his misery. Unbeknownst to him, the Ventures are
currently on the lam from three super assassins in pursuit
of Brock, so the likelihood of that occurring is nil. When
Hatred does finally confront the Ventures, they’ve locked
themselves in the panic room whilst the Monarch’s flying
horde squares off with the OSI outside due to Brock’s
machinations. After a misguided suicide attempt with the
plot device that keeps on giving, the Venture’s shrink ray
device, and an equally half-hearted effort by Dr. Venture
to strangle him, Hank manages to raise troop morale and
stir them into action. In addition to foreshadowing the
Hatred-Venture family dynamics that propel the first half
of Season 4, this scene also manages to touch upon the
show’s broader themes about failure and one’s failure to
realize inner potential. Hatred instantly becomes endeared
to what he refers to as Hank’s “guts,” and despite Dean’s
nervous breakdown, sees potential in the boy. Although this
leads to the destruction of Dr. Venture’s cache of Hank and
Dean clone-slugs, at least they gave it the old college
try. Upon Brock quitting his role as the Venture bodyguard,
Hatred immediately turns to General Treister, OSI’s Officer
in Command, and says that he could use a job. Seeing as
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Hatred never took any action that would preclude him from
continuing his job in the Guild of Calamitous Intent, it
would seem natural to conclude that his defection stems
from one desire: to be with the Ventures. After having been
left by his wife, he has found companionship in the
unlikeliest of places: that of his archenemy and his two
teenage boys.
Ignoring the anachronistic timeline of the Season 4
premiere “Blood of the Father, Heart of Steel,” Season 4
begins with Hatred firmly entrenched in his new role as
Venture bodyguard. One of the subtlest indicators of both
Hatred’s way of running things and his desire for the
family to be a unit is the family’s new attire: matching
baby blue speed suits with their names stitched on. Hatred
views his role as bodyguard as akin to that of a drill
sergeant, describing it in a conversation with Hank as
“Tony Danza to your spunky Alyssa Milano,” and treats the
boys accordingly. Unlike Brock, who had the cushion of the
boy’s clones to fall back on, Hatred has no such luxury,
and is seen throughout the season teaching Hank and Dean to
be more self-reliant. In “Blood of the Father, Heart of
Steel,” Hatred attempts to teach Dean how to construct a
handgun, which predictably ends with Dean somehow managing
to put the trigger in the barrel. Later in “Return to
Malice,” the audience learns that Hatred has made it a
routine to wake up and fake murder the boys every night,
hoping that this will teach them to become more reactive
and press the button on their beds that drops them into the
relative safety of the panic room.
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One of the major threads of the fourth season is Hatred’s
attempts to make Hank more amenable to him. Because of the
boy’s incredibly sheltered upbringings, Hank viewed Brock
as the closest thing he had to a friend, at least until he
met Dermott Fictel, which is a subject for a whole other
paper. In Brock’s absence, Hank undergoes a rebellious teen
phase, growing out his hair, altering his choice in
clothing and becoming more openly defiant than he had been
in the series thus far. Because of his close relationship
with Brock, Hank views Hatred with contempt and an
unsuitable candidate for Venture bodyguard. As shown in
“The Family That Slays Together, Stays Together, Pt. II,”
Hatred admires the boy’s spirit and passion, and only seeks
his approval. This leads him to take measures that could be
described as mildly drastic, such as having Hank shoot him
in the shoulder in “Blood of the Father, Heart of Steel,”
in an effort to instill a sense of trust between the two.
The relationship comes to a head in “The Revenge Society,”
which begins with Hatred sobbing uncontrollably in the
bathroom, bemoaning the fact that Hank hates him. As the
episode progresses and Hank tries to show Hatred how
“Batman” he is, the two come to an understanding, and the
two lead a peaceful co-existence for the rest of the
season, although this could all change with the as of yet
unreleased fifth season.
Although many episodes dedicate time to focus on a single
character, it can be said that no one character develops in
these 22-minute time spans as much as Hatred does in the
fourth season’s sixth episode, “Self-Medication”. “SelfMedication” forces Hatred to confront his repressed
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pedophilic urges head on after seeing a “Lord of the Rings”
inspired adventure film with Hank and Dean in a theater
filled with young children. While watching the film, Hatred
relapses and retreats into the theater’s bathroom to take
his OSI-prescribed medication for his affliction,
“Nomolestol”. Other than being an extremely dark joke, this
scene establishes both Hatred’s extreme shame for his
behavior, and his chemical dependence. Leaving the boys
behind at the theater, Hatred drives back to the compound
in order to lock himself in the panic room to protect Hank
and Dean from himself. After getting a ride back from
Henchman 21, the boys attempt to talk to Hatred, who at
this point has turned to alcohol to ease his pain. Despite
Hank and Dean’s best efforts to assuage him, Hatred remains
steadfast in his belief that he cannot work through his
problem without his medication or Princess Tinyfeet in his
life. Eventually, the boys are able to lure him out and
knock him out with the help of Henchman 21 and some
subterfuge by Hank. Although the episode also follows Dr.
Venture’s participation in a therapy group for boy
adventurers and both he and Hatred make profound progress
in their respective character flaws, it is ultimately
Hatred who grows the most by the episode’s conclusion.
Despite the fact that Hatred’s plot does not end on a
particularly hopeful note, with Hatred only leaving the
panic room after thinking a disguised Hank was Princess
Tinyfeet and having to be subdued by a net and seven
tranquilizer darts, the proceedings have a feeling of
catharsis about them. Indeed, other than a throwaway
reference in the half-season finale “Pinstripes and
Poltergeists,” Hatred’s pedophilia has yet to come up again
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in the show thus far. Unless it suddenly becomes a plot
point in Season 5, it appears as though Hatred’s terrible
urges received the treatment of a full narrative arc: an
introduction, a body, and a conclusion.
Outside of the show’s narrative, Hatred has consistently
been a talking point in discussions with Doc Hammer and
Jackson Publick. Hammer and Publick’s interactions with
fans have ascended to legendary status, party because of
their openness to engage in frank conversation, but mainly
because they often end up being debates between the two
creators over whether Anne Frank or Helen Keller would win
in a fight. Conducted at New York Comic Con 2010, in one of
their few interviews that does not consist solely of pop
culture quips and tangents, Hammer and Publick directly
address the Hatred ‘issue’. Responding to a question by an
interviewer from the press asking how they deal with
writing Sgt. Hatred as a character who is inherently in a
morally gray area, Doc and Jackson address how the
character originated, how they are able to reconcile his
personality with his pedophilia, and the fact that at the
end of the day, he is only a cartoon character.
Doc Hammer: Well as you know, all our
characters come from a conversation that
somebody had almost off-camera. Or, it was
somebody that walked through a background
and we were like ‘What’s his life story?
Let’s bother people about that-‘
Jackson Publick: Let’s make him a main
character now.
Doc Hammer: So Sgt. Hatred was a reference
from an episode where someone was talking
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about a bad touch. So in the first
reference, he was ‘bad touch’. And that was
baggage that we brought with us. So he’s…
through with recovery. He is an expedophile. And in this cartoon world where
there can be ex-pedophiles, you can kind of
deal with it. You have to forgive him. We
forgave him.
…
Jackson Publick: We just like him as a guy,
as a super enthusiastic boob who instead of
being like Brock who just goes ‘Eh,’ about
everything, it became fun to write for a guy
who goes ‘Yes! Let’s get the submarine!’…
So, that’s how we write him and then we
remember that he’s an ex-pedophile and it
comes up once in a while. Some say too much.
This interview illuminates not only Hatred as a character,
but also how he embodies so many elements of what make the
show such a beautiful anomaly in the late night television
landscape. Addressing Hatred’s origins as a reference, Doc
notes that one of the first things the audience was told
about was that at some point, a ‘bad touch’ had occurred
between him and the boys. Due to the serious nature of such
an accusation, it would have been a grievous error to
introduce the character and not address it, so the
challenge then becomes making a sympathetic character out
of a pedophile. I believe it would be fair to say that this
is an unenviable pursuit for any writer. Yet, on a
relatively obscure late night cartoon, the most sympathetic
portrayal of a pedophile in any current media is not only
being portrayed, but it is being done with finesse. As Doc
states, the audience is meant to forgive Hatred for his
past transgressions, and in a way, accept them, move on and
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love the character for his other wonderful traits. Although
the show does not have any overt political leanings, this
is an incredibly progressive position on one of today’s
most taboo subjects. The interview also addresses the
contrast between him and Brock, which, more than any other
element of the show, represents Doc and Jackson’s sheer
ambition and confidence in their vision. As his upcoming
appearance in Telltale Games’ “Poker Night 2,” would
attest, being the first appearance of a Venture character
outside of the show, Brock Samson is easily “Venture Bros.”
breakout character. Given that this is the highest profile
promotion the show has received in a medium outside of
television, Brock’s presence speaks volumes about the
strength of the character. John Walsh, the former host of
“America’s Most Wanted,” cited Brock as one of his favorite
fictional characters in an Entertainment Weekly interview.
Given the extremely vocal fanbase, Doc and Jackson are more
than aware how beloved Brock is. So what is their response?
Have him disappear for half of a season and put a character
that first appeared in throwaway dialogue and is a known
pedophile in his place. It is only through the skill of
their craft and dedication to the idea that Hatred was not
the show’s watershed decline in quality.
In short, if waxing analytical about Sgt. Hatred for the
last 4,000 words has not made you come around to loving the
poor lug, chances are you never will. Whether or not the
character ever achieves any approval from the greater
Venture fanbase at large, he remains a singular testament
to the show’s ambition and dedication to superb
characterization.
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